To build and operate sustainable transit infrastructure that keeps communities connected, protects and restores our natural systems and environment, and helps grow a vibrant economy.

**Vision**

To build and operate sustainable transit infrastructure that keeps communities connected, protects and restores our natural systems and environment, and helps grow a vibrant economy.

**Sustainability Goals**

- **GREENHOUSE GAS (GHG) EMISSIONS/CARBON NEUTRAL**
  Carbon neutral by 2040, consistent with Austin Climate Equity Plan.

- **ZERO WASTE**
  90% reduction of waste to landfills by 2040, consistent with City of Austin Zero Waste Strategic Plan.

- **WATER AND NATURE**
  Sustainably manage water resources and enhance nature and natural systems through conservation and green infrastructure.

- **SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS AND INFRASTRUCTURE**
  Use sustainable design guidelines and rating systems (Envision, Austin Energy Green Building, LEED) to guide all capital projects.

- **EQUITY AND LIVABLE COMMUNITIES**
  Leverage transit resources to enhance sustainability, connectivity, and access to opportunities; and create livable places, especially in historically disinvested communities.

**Action Areas**

- **ENERGY: CONSERVATION, EFFICIENCY, RENEWABLES**
- **SUSTAINABLE AND ZERO EMISSION FLEET**
- **WATER AND NATURAL WORLD**
- **ZERO WASTE, NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT**
- **GREEN BUILDING AND INFRASTRUCTURE**
- **ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION**
- **ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT**